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When an actor with trust issues stopped getting any roles, he desperately 
accepts an offer to play a villain in PR videos for his greedy cousin, who makes 
him participate in cons and criminal activity.



Modern day New York City. A lot of scenes take place on the streets of new York 
city and in maya’s car.



28 years old, Asian Indian. No acting education. He lives alone and works at 
ice cream truck on Coney Island. He is broke. He doesn’t care if he hurts 
somebody’s feelings, he will tell someone if something is not right. He is 
blacklisted in some movie groups for messing up several productions due 
to his trust issues. He was cast in 30 short films, all of them combined 
have 10 views on YouTube and no festival routes. 

Outer goal - To become a famous Hollywood actor. 

Inner goal - Be a part of true works of art. 

FLAW – doesn’t trust anyone.



29 years old, African American. A thriller seeker. He is 
from a poor family, who had to leave NYC, but he stayed to 
work on Coney Island. He is always positive, and he loves 
superhero movies and comic books. 

Outer goal - to set up an extreme sport business. 

Inner goal - to be independent from anybody else. 

FLAW - Extremely overconfident 



30 years old, Asian Indian. Greedy and can talk the devil into doing charity. She 
must be a center of attention anywhere she goes. Her hobby is to dominate other 
people. She finished Brooklyn Law School and then she worked at District 
Attorney’s office just to have that experience for her future governor career. 
She was actively looking for an investor and afterwards she had a chance to 
make a deal with a Russian oil a& gas businessman (friend of a family), who is 
sponsoring her campaign in exchange for laundering sanctioned money, so the 
businessman can retire with clean money. She is from upper-middle class family, 
so she got used to luxury things, brands, and fashion. 

Outer goal - To become a governor of New York. 

Inner goal - To gain power and respect in the elite.

FLAW - Greedy 



30 years old, Russian con artist. Cold as ice, but it’s a choice 
not to show any emotions to anyone. She is patient, smart and 
creative. She is harsh, but she is also kind, but only to people 
who are close. She is acting cold, so she will not be exposed, 
that she wants to be taken care of and be loved. 

Outer goal - To become a model. 

Inner goal - To feel herself as an attractive woman. 

FLAW - She is cold as ice.



30-35 years old. Strict and unsympathetic 
person. He is straightforward, rarely breaks the 
rules and if he does, he is never caught. An 
ambitious and entrepreneurial thinker, he will 
always find a way which will benefit him. He hates 
to lose, and this fact can make him break bad. His 
name is Eric Newsom.

Outer goal - Become a respectable politician. 

Inner goal - Power 

FLAW - If he loses, he loses control over his 
actions. 



25 years old, big mute guy with a big heart, which he is 
hiding. Loves ice cream, and music. He can act scary, but 
he is a big child. He used to be a private security guard 
of a hip hop artist Big Phila. Maya was partying at the 
same club with Big Phila, and they made a bet who will 
smoke more weed and not going to cough. Maya won 
and she took Danny as a prize. 

Outer goal - He wants to be a musician. 

Inner goal - to share joy with people.

FLAW - Big baby.



Maya is having sex with Mayor in a car. He gives her the dirt on the candidates who will be 
running for the governor's office. Sasha films Maya and Mayor having sex. Sasha runs away 
as soon as Maya sees her. Vishnu sells ice cream from a truck at Coney Island. He records a 
self-tape; he has a bunch of submitted self-tapes and no responses. Sam, who works at Coney 
Island, comes to Vishnu and offers to film promo videos for Maya’s governor campaign. 

Vishnu doesn't want to have anything in common with Maya because he doesn’t trust her. She 
was a bully when they were kids and she always set him up. Sam still pushes Vishnu to take a 
job (because Sam is in love with Maya) and they make a bet who will handle the craziest ride 
at Coney Island. Vishnu loses the bet, but still, he is not going to work for Maya. 

Later that day Vishnu gets kidnapped by Maya. Maya introduces Vishnu and Sam to Sasha. This 
morning Maya received a call from Mayor, who was freaking out because of Sasha’s 
blackmail. Maya brought money to the appointed place and then she followed Sasha to her 
apartment. Maya entered Sasha's apartment and made her delete the video. Sasha is disgusted 
by Maya. Maya gets an idea from Sasha to con the journalist for DA.



So, Maya brought Vishnu, Sam, and Sasha to con the journalist and delete the investigation about DA's 
bribes. Vishnu has a bunch of questions. Sam is excited. Sasha wants to get over it ASAP. Danny brings 
costumes for Vishnu and Sam. Sasha finds out where journalist lives. She texts her to meet to 
exchange info about investigation.

Vishnu kidnaps journalist and she almost gets away. Vishnu drives her to an alley. Super Sam "saves" 
Journalist from villain Vishnu. While Vishnu and Sam play villain and superhero around Journalist, 
Sasha is recording it. Danny gets the notebook and erases everything. Danny also sends a copy to 
himself. 

Vishnu and Sam became famous on the internet. Vishnu gets a role in a short film. Sasha tries to con 
Vishnu, but he doesn’t trust her, which interests Sasha. Vishnu and Sasha have a first spark in 
relationship. Maya meets DA in her car. DA thanks for the notebook. He needs her gang to get the 
battery from a creator in which he invested a lot of money, but the creator doesn't see the business 
side of it. He wants Maya and the gang to steal it. Maya is not going to do it. DA blackmails Maya, if 
she doesn't do it, then he will prosecute her for taking money from a Russian oligarch for her 
governor campaign. Maya agrees to do it.



Maya brings everyone together. If Sasha doesn't help Maya, then she will be deported. If Vishnu 
doesn't help Maya, then he will lose his starting acting career. Sam is willing to help, so Maya doesn’t 
have to blackmail him. Vishnu demands to let go Sasha. they will do it together with Sam. Maya mocks 
Vishnu. Sasha thanks Vishnu for standing up for her, but it was pointless. Vishnu wants to protect 
Sasha because he doesn't trust Maya. Sasha tells Vishnu that she can't mess with USCIS.  

Sam gets into Maya's car. Danny let Sam in for an ice cream. Sam and Maya are driving on a date. Maya 
is shouting at him that she has meetings. But Sam has other plans for them. Eventually, Maya wants 
to relax. Vishnu and Sasha arrive at the warehouse. Vishnu gets beaten. Sasha saves him. But a couple 
of guys flee with a battery. Sam and Maya have sex. DA meets Maya. DA is mad that Maya lost the 
battery he wants them to find it ASAP. DA also threatens to lock someone in jail, it will be either 
someone from the gang or Maya herself. Maya is angry at DA, but she also gets scared. Sam heard 
DA's threat. Maya brings everyone again. Sasha brings Vishnu. Vishnu doesn't trust Sam and Maya 
because Sam left him. Maya wants them to get the battery; the Creator hides in his house according to 
DA. Sam is ready to go. Danny will help them to get the battery. 



The gang attacked the house. Sam tries to tell Vishnu that DA will set them up, but Vishnu doesn't 
trust him. Vishnu gets the battery from Creator. They find out that DA brought the security to protect 
the Creator and battery. Just like Sam was telling Vishnu, DA set them up. Sasha gets shot and she is 
taken by DA. DA makes Vishnu and Maya wanted for assault, theft, and corruption. Sam finds out from 
Maya that DA is holding Sasha in an old warehouse, which is used for storage. Maya gets arrested, 
Sam manages to run away. 

Vishnu and Sam go to the warehouse. Vishnu, Sam and Danny fight DA and his people. Danny posts the 
journalist investigation, which he saved. Maya is free. Sam meets her with a bouquet of flowers. 
Vishnu meets Sasha from a hospital, and they have their first kiss. Danny writes his first masterpiece. 
Maya contacts Sechin (Russian oligarch), she is confident of getting the governor’s office. Sechin is 
concerned about the rumors about him financing Maya’s campaign. Maya will handle it.



BUDGET: $28-30 Million
BOX OFFICE: $96,2 Million

BUDGET: $16 Million
BOX OFFICE: $57,5 Million

BUDGET: $21  Million
BOX OFFICE: $97,4 Million



– THE REFERENCE FOR HUMOR AND THE FACT THAT VISHNU AND SAM DON’T 
HAVE SUPERPOWERS, but THEY ARE SUPERHEROES.

– THE REFERENCE FOR fighting scenes at the end of the movie.

– THE REFERENCE FOR A sense of humor and tone of the movie. 



Warehouse Sasha’s apartment



Creator’s house Streets of new York city



Maya’s car
Vishnu’s ice cream truck



SOME OF THE LOCATIONS COULD BE CHEATED. FOR INSTANCE, WHEN VISHNU AND SAM ARE 
RIDING A ROLLER COASTER, I AM PLANNING TO SHOOT A ROLLER COASTER AT THE DISTANCE 
AND THEN PUT VISHNU’S VOICE OVER. Maya and Sam's sex scene could be also 
cheated, and we can shoot it at the creator’s house.



Millennials and Gen Z. There are 72.24 million millennials in the USA and 68.8 
million Gen Z in the USA.

Indian population since the main character and his cousin are Indian. The 
population of India is 1.408 billion people. Even if we target only millennials 
and Gen Z in India it will be a huge audience.  There are 440 million millennials in 
India and there are 116 million Gen z in India.

Europe. Still there is a massive audience for superhero movies which consists of 
mostly millennials. 24% of European population are millennials.



– VISHNU  and Sam still play superheroes for maya’s campaign, until maya gets 
investigated for taking sanctioned money. Maya wants to set up Vishnu and get the 
governor’s office.

– VISHNU AND SAM ARE HIRED BY THE GUY WHO created THE BATTERY IN PART 1. He WANTs 
VISHNU AND SAM DO MARKETING VIDEOS FOR his COMPANY. AND VISHNU AND SAM FIND OUT THAT THE 
COMPANY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR A HUGE ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER, WHICH THE CEO is TRYING TO COVER 
UP. 

– VISHNU AND SAM (AS A STUNT COORDINATOR) GO TO INDIA TO FILM A REBOOT OF 
“TRANSPORTER”. THEY FIND OUT THAT THEY ARE TRANSPORTING DRUGS TO UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, 
AND THAT MAYA IS THE ONE WHO SET THEM UP AFTER BEING RELEASED OUT OF JAIL. 
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